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We study the excitation of planet inclination by a novel secular-orbital resonance in multiplanet
systems perturbed by binary companions which we call “ivection”. Ivection resonance happens when
the nodal precession rate of the planet matches a multiple of the orbital frequency of the binary, and
its physical nature is similar to the previously-studied evection resonance. Capture into an ivection
resonance requires the nodal precession rate to slowly increase passed the resonant value during planet
migration, and will excite the mutual inclination of the planets without affecting their eccentricities. If
the system encounters another resonance (e.g., a mean-motion resonance) after being captured into an
ivection resonance, resonance overlap can make the system dynamically unstable, ejecting the smaller
planet. Using ivection resonance, we are able to explain why planets in Kepler-108 have significant
mutual inclination but modest eccentricity. We also find a deficit of multiplanet systems which would
have nodal precession period comparable to binary orbital period, suggesting that ivection resonance
may inhibit the formation or destablize multiplanet systems with external binary companion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thousands of exoplanets have been discovered so far, and nearly half of exoplanet systems host multiple observed
planets (Burke et al. 2014). However, among all these systems, only three are observed to have significant, measured
mutual inclinations to date.1 Kepler-419 b and c have a marginally detected mutual inclination of 9◦+8−6, which is
modest given the high eccentricities of the planets (Dawson et al. 2012). The other two systems, Kepler-108 and
Upsilon Andromeda, both have significant mutual inclination and modest eccentricity. Kepler-108 b and c have a
mutual inclination of 24◦+11−8 , with eccentricities 0.135
+0.11
−0.062 and 0.128
+0.023
−0.019 respectively (Mills & Fabrycky 2017).
Upsilon Andromeda c and d have mutual inclination of 30◦ ± 1◦ and eccentricities 0.245 ± 0.006 and 0.316 ± 0.006
respectively (McArthur et al. 2010).2
The large mutual inclination and small eccentricities of Kepler-108 are difficult to explain, if the planets were initially
coplanar. Exciting the mutual inclination via scattering with another planet is possible, but producing such low
eccentricity requires some fine-tuning since planet-planet scattering tends to produce eccentricity that is comparable
to or larger than the mutual inclination, i.e. e & sin I (Chatterjee et al. 2008). The origin of the mutual inclination
may also be due to a binary companion: Kepler-108 has a binary companion with sky-projected separation of 327
AU. (The eccentricity and semi-major axis of the binary remain unknown.) However, given the large separation,
the gravitational perturbation of the binary companion would be too weak to affect the evolution of the planets on
dynamical timescale. In addition, since the system hosts two relatively massive planets, the precession of the planets
due to perturbation from each other completely suppress secular inclination excitation via Lidov-Kozai oscillation
(Mills & Fabrycky 2017).
Although known mechanisms are having difficulty producing the mutual inclination of Kepler-108, the similarity
of the planets’ nodal precession rate and the binary’s orbital frequency suggests that the inclination may be related
to a secular-orbital resonance between the planets and the binary (Mills & Fabrycky 2017). In this paper, we aim
to explain the mutual inclination of Kepler-108 using a novel resonance between the nodal precession of the planets
Corresponding author: Wenrui Xu
wenruix@princeton.edu
1 There are also a few circumbinary planets that are slightly inclined with respect to the binary; here we only consider planets around a
single star.
2 There is one other confirmed planet (Upsilon Andromeda b) and one unconfirmed planet (Upsilon Andromeda e) in the system, but
their masses are small compared to Upsilon Andromeda c and d and should not affect the evolution of Upsilon Andromeda c and d.
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2 Xu and Fabrycky
and the orbital motion of the binary. This new resonance is similar to evection resonance, a resonance between the
apsidal precession of the planet and the orbital motion of the binary that can excite the eccentricities of planets in
a multiplanet system (Touma & Sridhar 2015).3 This new resonance we identify is named “ivection” resonance, to
signify that it is highly similar to evection resonance but excites the inclination instead of eccentricity of the planet.4
Our discussion is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the mechanism of ivection resonance and present
the Hamiltonians of different types of ivection resonance, namely first and second-order ivection resonance (for a
near-circular binary) and eccentric ivection resonance (for a very eccentric binary). Then, in Section 3, we study
ivection resonance capture during planet migration, discussing the requirements (especially on the rate of migration)
and possible outcomes. Section 4 applies our general results to study the formation of Kepler-108, and we reproduce
the observed eccentricities and mutual inclination with numerical simulation. In Section 5 we discuss the importance
of ivection resonance in other exoplanet systems. We conclude with a discussion of a few topics related to this study
in Section 6 and a summary of the main results in Section 7.
2. IVECTION RESONANCES
Consider two planets with mass m1,m2 (subscript 1 denotes the inner planet) with initially coplanar orbit around
their host (with mass M?). The planets are perturbed by a distant binary companion with mass MB and constant
eccentricity eB . In this and the following section, we assume that the planet orbits remain circular. This is a good
approximation if the initial eccentricity is small, since the secular coupling between eccentricity and inclination is at
least fourth order (Murray & Dermott 1999).
We use the plane normal to the total angular momentum of the two planets as the reference plane. In this frame,
I = I1 + I2 is the mutual inclination and the ascending nodes of the planets are anti-aligned (Ω1 − Ω2 = pi). We use
Ω = Ω2 to denote the direction of the nodes. The reference plane is in general not fixed, but we ignore its precession
(due to perturbation from the binary) since such precession is much slower compared to the precession of the planet
orbits due to their secular coupling. The inclination of the binary with respect to this plane, IB , is also treated as a
constant.
In the absence of binary perturbation, the planets undergo nodal precession with constant precession rate, which to
second order in mutual inclination is given by (see derivation in Appendix A)
dΩ
dt
= Ω˙0
[
1 +
1
2
(
f8
f3
− β0
(1 + β0)2
)
I2
]
. (1)
with
Ω˙0 ≡ 1
2
n2µf3, µ ≡ m1 +m2(a1/a2)
−1/2
M?
, β0 ≡
(
m1
m2
)−1(
a1
a2
)−1/2
. (2)
f3, f8 are O(1) functions of α = a1/a2 given in Appendix B of Murray & Dermott (1999) evaluated at j = 0. Note that
f3 < 0, f8 > 0; therefore nodal precession is retrograde (Ω˙ < 0) and the precession rate |Ω˙| decreases as I increases.
The period of precession is approximately given by
2pi
|Ω˙0|
≈ 1300 yr×
(
P2
1 yr
)(
P1
P2
)−4/3 ( µ
10−3
)−1
. (3)
Here P1, P2 are the orbital period of the planets. This result is exact in the limit of small α.
5
A secular-orbital resonance which we call ivection resonance happens when the precession rate of the planets becomes
commensurate with (some integer multiple of) the orbital frequency of the binary. The name “ivection” is derived
from from evection resonance, which is the resonance between the apsidal precession and the orbital frequency of some
distant perturber (Touma & Wisdom 1998; Touma & Sridhar 2015). The replacement of e by i signifies that ivection
resonance affects the inclination (instead of eccentricity) of the system.Ivection resonances are located at (assuming
3 Evection resonance is originally studied in the context of lunar evolution perturbed by the sun (Touma & Wisdom 1998), and can also
be applied to exomoons (Spalding et al. 2016) and circumbinary planets (Xu & Lai 2016).
4 Touma & Wisdom (1998) discussed a similarly named “eviction” resonance, which is an inclination-eccentricity resonance with resonant
term ∝ e2I. This resonance can also excite inclination, but only when the perturbed body has finite initial eccentricity. It is different from
the ivection resonance we discuss here.
5 In this limit, β0 is large and |f3| ≈ f8 ≈ 1.5α2.
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a1/a2 is of order unity)
nB ∼ |Ω˙| ∼ n2µ, aB ∼ a2µ−2/3. (4)
For planets with smaller mass or longer period, the binary has to be further away for ivection resonance to happen.
2.1. Resonant perturbation from binary
In this subsection we study how the perturbation from the binary affects the mutual inclination of the planets. For
simplicity, we only consider two limiting cases: when the binary has zero eccentricity (eB = 0), and when the binary
has very large eccentricity (eB → 1).
2.1.1. Circular binary
First consider a circular binary. To quadrupole order, the coupling between a planet and the binary is given by
(after averaging over the planet orbit)
〈ΦiB〉 = 3
4
GMBmia
2
i
a3B
(rˆB · nˆi)2. (5)
Here rˆB is the direction of the location of the binary, and nˆi is the direction of angular momentum of planet i.
Expanding 〈ΦiB〉 up to second order in sin Ii and removing non-resonant terms gives
〈ΦiB〉 =3
4
GMBmia
2
i
a3B
[
− sin IB 1− cos IB
2
sin Ii cos(−2λB + 3ΩB − Ωi)
+
(
1− cos IB
2
)2
sin2 Ii sin
2(−λB + 2ΩB − Ωi)
]
.
(6)
The first term, with resonant angle −2λB + 3ΩB − Ωi, corresponds to a first-order ivection resonance (i.e. the
resonant 〈ΦiB〉 is approximately proportional to I). The second term, with resonant angle 2(−λB + 2ΩB − Ωi),
corresponds to a second-order ivection resonance (i.e. the resonant 〈ΦiB〉 is approximately proportional to I2). Note
that Ω˙i < 0, λ˙B = nB > 0 and ΩB is approximately constant.
Equation (6) shows that the resonant perturbation for first-order ivection resonance vanishes when the binary is
aligned or anti-aligned with the planets (IB = 0 or pi), and the resonant perturbation for second-order ivection
resonance vanishes when the binary is aligned with the planets (IB = 0).
2.1.2. Very eccentric binary
The other limit is when the binary is very eccentric, with eB → 1. In this case, the perturbation of the binary can
be modeled as discrete kicks in planet eccentricity and inclination which happen when the binary passes periastron.
Each periastron passage changes inclination by (Kobayashi & Ida 2001)6
∆[Ii cos(Ωi − ΩB)] ≈ 0,
∆[Ii sin(Ωi − ΩB)] ≈ 3pi
8
√
2
q√
1 + q
(ai
D
)3/2
sin 2IB .
(7)
Here q ≡MB/M? is the binary mass ratio, and D = aB(1− eB) is the periastron distance.
The inclination kicks are resonant (i.e. the kicks are in the same direction in the frame co-precessing with the planet)
iff the orbital period of the binary is an integer multiple of the period of nodal precession. We call this resonance
eccentric ivection resonance (or eccentric first-order ivection resonance), to distinguish it from the ivection resonances
for circular binary that we discussed previously. To model the eccentric ivection resonance, we approximate the discrete
kicks in inclination by a continuous forcing corresponding to a potential ∝ cos[−j(λB − $B) − (Ω − ΩB)] when the
system is near the resonance with Ω˙ ≈ −jnB for some positive integer j. The derivation of this potential is given
6 Kobayashi & Ida (2001) derived this relation for planetesimals perturbed by the single passage of a binary with parabolic or hyperbolic
orbit. The result should also be applicable to elliptic orbits when eB → 1. We also assume that the change in the vector (Ii sin(Ω −
ΩB), Ii sin(Ω− ΩB)) due to one periastron passage is independent of the initial inclination. This is a relatively good approximation when
the initial inclination is sufficiently small, which makes this a reasonable assumption when studying resonance capture.
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Figure 1. Contour of the Hamiltonians (8) and (15) in (x, y) phase space [see definition at (9)], at different η values. Top
panel: Hamiltonian for first order ivection resonance and eccentric ivection resonance given in (8) (with the sign of the last
term being positive). A bifurcation occurs at η = 1.5. The Hamiltonian is similar to that of a first-order MMR. Bottom panel:
Hamiltonian for second order ivection resonance given in (15). Two bifurcations occur at η = 0 and 1. The Hamiltonian is
similar to that of a second-order MMR. Stable and unstable fixed points are marked by red dots and crosses respectively. When
the system is captured into resonance, it should librate around a stable fixed point.
in Appendix B.4. This potential is similar to the resonant perturbation potential of a (circular) first-order ivection
resonance.
The eccentricity of the planet is also kicked during periastron passage, but the change in eccentricity is smaller than
the change in inclination by a factor of ai/D (Kobayashi & Ida 2001). We can ignore the eccentricity kicks as long as
the apsidal precession frequency is not commensurate with the binary orbital frequency (i.e., the system is far from
an “eccentric evection resonance”).
2.2. Hamiltonian of the system
For each type of ivection resonance discussed above, we can construct a Hamiltonian for the system. We reduce the
Hamiltonian to a dimensionless form, which allows simple comparison with each other and other common resonances
(e.g. mean-motion resonances). Detailed derivations of these Hamiltonians are given in Appendix B, and we only
summarize the main results below for brevity.
2.2.1. first-order ivection resonance
For a first-order ivection resonance, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written in the following dimensionless
form (Appendix B.2):
H = η(x2 + y2)− (x2 + y2)2 − x. (8)
x, y are a pair of conjugate variables defined (for small mutual inclination) as
x = (I/I0) cos θ,
y = (I/I0) sin θ,
(9)
with the resonant angle θ and the unit inclination I0 given by
θ = −2λB + 3ΩB − Ω, (10)
I0 =
[
nB
4
(
f8
−f3 +
β0
(1 + β0)2
)]−1/3 [
3
4
q
1 + q
1− cos IB
2
sin IB
(n1 − n2)n2B
n1n2
]1/3
. (11)
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η is a constant characterizing how far the system is from the resonance, and is defined as
η =
1
2
θ˙0T0, (12)
where θ˙0 is θ˙ evaluated at I = 0 (e.g. for this resonance, θ˙0 = −2nB − Ω˙0) and T0 the unit time for this dimensionless
Hamiltonian, given by
T0 =
[
nB
4
(
f8
−f3 +
β0
(1 + β0)2
)]−1/3 [
3
4
q
1 + q
1− cos IB
2
sin IB
(n1 − n2)n2B
n1n2
]−2/3
. (13)
Physically, the first two terms of H represent the secular coupling between the planets, and the last term the resonant
perturbation of the binary. For binary mass ratio q ∼ 1 and planets with similar orbital period (at some timescale P ),
I0 and T0 scale as
I0 ∼ µ1/3, T0 ∼ µ−5/3P ∼ µ−2/3PB . (14)
Here PB is the binary orbital period.
2.2.2. second-order ivection resonance
For a second-order ivection resonance, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as (Appendix B.3)
H = η(x2 + y2)− (x2 + y2)2 + y2, (15)
with all definitions identical to the previous case except that
θ = −λB + 2ΩB − Ω, (16)
I0 =
[
1
6
1 + q
q
(
f8
−f3 +
β0
(1 + β0)2
)(
1− cos IB
2
)−2
1 + β0
1 + β0n2/n1
n2
nB
]−1/2
∼ µ1/2, (17)
T0 =
4
3
1 + q
q
(
1− cos IB
2
)−2
1 + β0
1 + β0n2/n1
n2
n2B
∼ µ−2P. (18)
Compared to first-order ivection resonance, the unit inclination I0 (which characterizes the maximum inclination
excitation of a non-dissipative system with zero initial inclination) is smaller and the unit time T0 (which characterizes
the timescale of libration) is longer, suggesting that second-order ivection resonance is weaker than first-order ivection
resonance.
2.2.3. eccentric ivection resonance
For an eccentric ivection resonance, the kicks in inclination from the binary during each periastron passage can be
approximated by a continuous forcing corresponding to a potential ∝ cos[−j(λB −$B)− (Ω−ΩB)] when the system
is near the resonance with |Ω˙| ≈ jnB for some integer j.
The resulting Hamiltonian is identical to that of a first-order ivection resonance for circular binary (8), except the
sign of the last term is positive / negative when binary orbit is retrograde / prograde), and (Appendix B.4)
θ = −j(λB −$B)− (Ω− ΩB) (19)
I0 =
[
jnB
8
(
f8
−f3 +
β0
(1 + β0)2
)]−1/3 [
3
16
√
2
q3/2
1 + q
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
(1− eB)−3/2| sin 2IB |
]1/3
∼ µ1/3(1− eB)−1/2, (20)
T0 =
[
jnB
8
(
f8
−f3 +
β0
(1 + β0)2
)]−1/3 [
3
16
√
2
q3/2
1 + q
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
(1− eB)−3/2| sin 2IB |
]−2/3
∼ µ−5/3(1− eB)P. (21)
The large binary eccentricity increases I0 and decreases T0. Note that since nB ∼ n2µ, I0 is also approximately given
by I0 ∼ (a2/D)1/2 where D = aB(1− eB) is the periastron distance. The stability of the system requires D & a2, so
I0 should always be . 1 rad.
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Figure 2. Probability of capture as a function of the initial inclination I (in unit of I0) and the parameter dη/dτ (which is
proportional to the migration rate). Left panel: First-order ivection resonance and eccentric ivection resonance [given by the
Hamiltonian (8)]. Right panel: Second-order ivection resonance [given by the Hamiltonian (15)]. Contours of 10%, 30%, 90%
capture probability are plotted for reference.
3. CONDITIONS AND OUTCOME OF IVECTION RESONANCE CAPTURE
In the absence of dissipative mechanisms, the maximum mutual inclination that initially coplanar planets can reach
is ∼ I0, which is usually a few degrees or less, given its dependence on µ [see (14), (17) and (20)]. Moreover, the
width of the resonance (i.e. the region in parameter space where the inclination of an initially coplanar system can be
nontrivially excited) is small, making the probability of a system forming near an ivection resonance low.
However, planets often undergo migration after their formation, which leads to a smooth variation of Ω˙ that increases
the likelihood for a system to encounter an ivection resonance during its migration. As we will show below, if the
migration is in the desired direction and is sufficiently slow, the inclination of the system can be excited to large values
that are  I0.
3.1. Outcomes of resonance encounter
First we study the outcomes of resonance encounter using the dimensionless Hamiltonian (8) and (15). These two
Hamiltonians have forms identical to first and second-order mean-motion resonances (MMR) up to some sign changes,
so many of the results for MMR capture can be directly applied. The similarity can be easily seen from the contour of
the Hamiltonians shown in Figure 1. Due to this similarity, here we only summarize the possible outcomes of resonance
encounter. (For of MMR capture and its outcomes, see Peale 1976; Borderies & Goldreich 1984; Mustill & Wyatt
2011; Xu & Lai 2017.)
Near the resonance, η is no longer constant since migration changes θ˙0. The speed and direction of migration can
be characterized by the parameter dη/dτ , where τ = t/T0 is the dimensionless time associated with the Hamiltonian.
When dη/dτ < 0, the system cannot be captured into the resonance. The inclination may increase by at most ∼ I0 as
the system crosses the resonance.
When dη/dτ > 0, resonance capture becomes possible. Whether the system can be captured into the resonance
depends on the migration rate and the initial mutual inclination. When migration is slow (dη/dτ . 1) and initial
inclination small (I/I0 . 1), resonance capture is guaranteed. When migration is fast (dη/dτ  1) or initial inclination
is large (I/I0  1), resonance capture is impossible. Between these two limits, capture is in general probabilistic. We
numerically compute the probability of capture as a function of dη/dτ and initial I/I0 following the method in Mustill
& Wyatt (2011) (see their Figure 2, which presents the same result with slightly different notations), and the result is
shown in Figure 2.
An example of capturing into a first-order ivection resonance is shown in Figure 3. For this example, the primary
and the binary are both 1M stars, on circular orbit with aB = 200 AU and IB = 120◦ initially. The two planets
have mass m1 = 10M⊕, m2 = 10MJup and period P1 = 1 year, P2 = 3.4 year respectively, with initially circular and
coplanar orbits. The system initially has nB >
1
2 |Ω˙|; to reach the resonance, we let the binary migrate outward at a
timescale of 40 Myr. (Migrating the binary instead of the planets avoids crossing mean-motion resonances, the effect
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Figure 3. An example of capturing into a first-order ivection resonance. The primary and the binary are both 1M stars, on
circular orbit with aB = 200 AU and IB = 120
◦ initially. The two planets have mass m1 = 10M⊕, m2 = 10MJup and period
P1 = 1 year, P2 = 3.4 year respectively, with initially circular and coplanar orbits. The binary migrates outward at a timescale
of 40 Myr, increasing |Ω˙|/nB . The system is captured into a first-order ivection resonance at ∼10 Myr. Once captured, the
resonant angle librates around pi and inclination keeps increasing, with I2 increasing approximately linearly. The eccentricities
of both planets remain small.
of which we discuss in Section 3.3.) We integrate the system using the MERCURY integrator (Chambers 2012), with
migration modeled with a user-defined force (Eq. 75 in Xu & Lai 2017). The system is captured into a first-order
ivection resonance at ∼10 Myr. Once captured, the resonant angle librates around pi and inclination keeps increasing.
Systems captured into other types of ivection resonance show similar behavior (although the angle around which
the resonant angle librates may be different). In general, if the system is captured into an ivection resonance, in the
(x, y) phase space it will librate around a stable fixed point of the Hamiltonian located at (for η & 1)
I/I0 ≈
√
η/2. (22)
For instance, the fixed point that the system librates around is the one on the right for the upper right panel of
Figure 1, and the one on the top or bottom (with equal probability) for the lower right panel. Note that I/I0 is
approximately the distance to the origin in the (x, y) phase space. As η continues to increase, the inclination also
increases unboundedly, with I2 increasing approximately linear in time. In reality, the growth of inclination stops
when the migration rate changes such that η no longer increases, or when the system is knocked out of resonance when
passing another resonance (such as a MMR; see more in Section 3.3). Still, the final inclination is not directly limited
by I0, which is usually small for small µ.
3.2. Conditions of ivection resonance capture
To capture the system into resonance, there are two main requirements: migration should cause η to increase, and
the migration rate has to be sufficiently slow (dη/dτ . 1).7 Here we discuss the physical meaning of these requirements.
3.2.1. Direction of migration
To capture the system into an ivection resonance, η needs to be increasing. For all ivection resonances we discussed,
this requirement physically means that the precession rate |Ω˙0| (where Ω˙0 is Ω˙ evaluated at I = 0) needs to be
increasing, if we assume that nB remains fixed. This means that the planets have to migrate convergently (with
increasing a1/a2) or inward.
7 There is a third requirement that the initial mutual inclination should be . I0. Given that the observed mutual inclination is a few
degrees, this condition is easily satisfied for typical giants with µ & 10−3.
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It is worth noting that the direction of migration required for evection resonance capture is usually the opposite.
Evection resonance capture requires the apsidal precession rate |$˙| to be decreasing, which requires the planets to
migrate outward or divergently.
3.2.2. Critical migration timescale
Ivection resonance capture also requires the migration to be sufficiently slow. The physical timescale of migration
can be characterized by the timescale of the evolution of |Ω˙0|,
TΩ ≡
∣∣∣∣∣d ln |Ω˙0|dt
∣∣∣∣∣
−1
. (23)
Normally, this timescale is comparable to the minimum of the planets’ migration timescale (defined as Tm,i ≡ |a˙i/ai|−1).
Given that ∂θ/∂Ω = −1 for all ivection resonances we discussed, TΩ is related to the dimensionless parameter |dη/dτ |
via ∣∣∣∣dηdτ
∣∣∣∣ = 12T 20 |Ω˙0|T−1Ω . (24)
Therefore, the requirement |dη/dτ | . 1 corresponds to
min(Tm,1, Tm,2) ∼ TΩ & Tcrit, (25)
where the critical migration timescale Tcrit is defined as
Tcrit ≡ 1
2
T 20 |Ω˙0|. (26)
Physically, the requirement that min(Tm,1, Tm,2) & Tcrit means that the time it takes for the system to migrates across
the width of the resonance (i.e. changing η by a few) should be longer than the timescale of libration.
The requirement (25) is a relatively coarse estimation, mainly because the maximum dη/dτ for which capture
probability is nontrivial and can vary by a couple orders of magnitude depending on the initial inclination of the
system. For instance, the probability of capture is still ∼ 10% when dη/dτ ∼ 10 for first-order ivection resonance and
eccentric ivection resonance and ∼ 100 for second-order ivection resonance, if the initial inclination is optimal (see
Figure 2).
In the limit of small a1/a2, Tcrit is given by
Tcrit ≈

146 Myr×
(
P2
1 yr
)(
P1
P2
)−28/9 (
µ
10−3
)−7/3 [ q
1+q (1− cos IB)| sin IB |
]−4/3
1st order
5.4 Gyr×
(
P2
1 yr
)(
P1
P2
)−6 (
µ
10−3
)−3 ( q
1+q
)−2
(1− cos IB)−4 2nd order
0.23 Myr×
(
P2
1 yr
)(
P1
P2
)−28/9 (
µ
10−3
)−7/3 ( 1−eB
0.05
)2
j8/3 (1+q)
4/3
q2 | sin 2IB |−4/3 eccentric
(27)
This can still be used as a coarse estimation of Tcirt when a1 and a2 are comparable. For eccentric ivection resonance,
the integer j is the ratio between planet precession rate and binary orbital frequency (|Ω˙0| ≈ jnB). From this
estimation, we can see that Tcrit tends to be relatively large for ivection resonance with a circular binary. Especially,
the large Tcirt makes capturing into a second-order ivection resonance very unlikely, unless the planets are very massive
(e.g. µ & 10−2). Meanwhile, if the binary is eccentric (e.g. with eB > 0.9 or 0.95), Tcrit can easily becomes smaller
than the typical planet migration timescale. Equation (27) also shows that Tcrit has a strong dependence on the planet
mass (the µ parameter). Therefore, ivection resonance is significantly more likely to affect more massive planets.
3.3. Disruption of ivection resonance
For an ivection resonance in isolation (i.e. the system does not encounter any other resonance during its evolution),
a captured system may exit the resonance only when the inclination is so large that the our model breaks down (i.e.
I & 1 rad). However, in reality, a migrating system is very likely to encounter another (secular or mean-motion)
resonance before this happens. In most scenarios, encountering another resonance will disrupt the ivection resonance.
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Figure 4. Disruption of ivection resonance due to crossing an eviction resonance, when extending the simulation shown in Figure
3. The top right and bottom right panel shows the resonant angle of ivection resonance and eviction resonance respectively.
After encountering the eviction resonance, the mutual inclination ceases to increase.
For example, if we integrate the system in Figure 3 for longer time, the system will eventually encounter an eviction
resonance, which is another secular-orbital resonance with resonant interaction ∝ e2i I and resonant angle 2λB−2ΩB +
Ω − 2$i (Touma & Wisdom 1998). The result is shown in Figure 4. When the system gets close to the eviction
resonance, the resonant interaction from eviction resonance knocks the system out of the resonant zone (i.e. the region
in the phase space in which the resonant angle librates) of the ivection resonance. The inclination ceases to increase,
and the planets end up with nearly constant inclination with some small eccentricity. This is the typical outcome of
encountering a weaker resonance, i.e. one with longer libration timescale and narrower width compared to the ivection
resonance.
Another case more relevant to real systems is when the system encounters a MMR after being captured into an
ivection resonance. For instance, consider a system with the same parameters as that shown in Figure 4, except that
the binary has fixed orbit at 215 AU and the outer planet migrates inward with a timescale of 80 Myr. The system
encounters a 1:3 MMR after being captured into an ivection resonance. As the system approaches the 1:3 MMR, the
eccentricities of both planets are excited. Eventually, the inner planet becomes unstable and is ejected soon after the
system exits the ivection resonance. This is the typical outcome of encountering a resonance stronger than the ivection
resonance. If the inclination is sufficiently large when the system reaches the second resonance, the smaller one of the
two planets may be ejected.
4. FORMATION OF KEPLER-108
In this section we apply the results from previous sections to discuss a possible formation scenario of Kepler-108
(Mills & Fabrycky 2017). The system hosts two planets with eccentricity ei ∼ 0.1 and mutual inclination I ≈ 24◦, and
is perturbed by a binary companion with a sky projected separation of ∼ 300 AU. The orbital period of the binary is
comparable to the timescale of nodal precession (which is ≈ 5700 years), suggesting that ivection resonance may have
played an important role in the formation of the system.8
To model the migration of the planets, we assume that the planets start far from the resonance and migrate with
constant Tm,i ≡ |a˙i/ai|−1 for a given amount of time, then the migration stops and we wait until the system reaches a
quasi-stable state. This model is oversimplified in that it does not capture the time-dependence of the migration rate,
8 Mutual inclination can also be excited when another planet is scattered out of the system, or by Lidov-Kozai oscillation. However,
exciting the mutual inclination of Kepler-108 through these mechanisms are unlikely, since exciting such significant mutual inclination
by planet-planet scattering tends to produce larger eccentricities than the values observed in Kepler-108, and Lidov-Kozai mechanism is
completely suppressed by the fast precession of the planets (see Section 6 of Mills & Fabrycky 2017).
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Figure 5. Disruption of ivection resonance due to crossing a MMR. The setup is similar to that of Figure 3 and 4, except
that the binary orbit is fixed and the outer planet migrates inward. After encountering the 1:3 MMR, the eccentricity of both
planets increased significantly, and the inner planet is eventually ejected at 9.3 Myr.
the precession of the planets caused by the disk, and possible eccentricity and inclination damping. Still, we expect
that these oversimplifications do not qualitatively affect the results.
Figure 6 shows an example that reproduces the currently observed orbital configuration of the system. The planet
and stellar masses are set to the observed values. For this simulation, both planets migrate inward, with Tm,1 = 6.2
Myr and Tm,2 = 8 Myr. The migration rates are chosen (without fine-tuning) such that the planets migrate divergently
(so they will not be captured into any MMR) but with the nodal precession rate |Ω˙| increasing. The initial planet semi-
major axes are tuned in order to reproduce the observed values, and the binary has period PB = 7000 yr, inclination
IB = 45
◦ and eccentricity eB = 0.95. In reality, the eccentricity of the binary may be smaller (or even close to zero);
in that case, the only difference is that migration needs to be slower to allow ivection resonance capture.
At t = 0, the system already has some finite eccentricity e1 ∼ 0.03, e2 ∼ 0.06. This eccentricity comes from passage
across a 2:1 MMR at t ∼ −5.5 Myr. We start the planets at t = −7 Myr with a period ratio < 2; this part of the
evolution is not shown in Figure 6 since we want to focus on the evolution of the system after it gets close to the
ivection resonance. Having some finite eccentricity before the system encounters ivection resonance is necessary in
order to produce eccentricities consistent with observation, but such eccentricity need not come from crossing a 1:2
MMR.
At t ∼ 0.5 Myr, the system approaches and gets captured into an eccentric ivection resonance (with |Ω˙| ≈ nB)
and the resonant angle begins to librate. Note that the finite initial eccentricity does not affect capturing into the
ivection resonance, because there is no low-order coupling between eccentricity and inclination. Once the system is
inside the resonance, inclination begins to increase as migration drives the system deeper into resonance. Shortly after
the capture, the system crosses 1:3 MMR at t ∼ 2 Myr, which further increases the planet eccentricities. Crossing this
1:3 MMR does not affect the inclination and resonant angle evolution.
The ivection resonance is disrupted at T ∼ 4.5 Myr, and the resonant angle ceases to librate. This is likely due to
the encounter of a 2:7 (1:3.5) MMR, which allows the coupling between eccentricity, inclination and semi-major axis.
Note that since the mutual inclination of the system is large, the I4e mode of this resonance has strength comparable
to a first-order MMR. Once the system is no longer inside ivection resonance, the mutual inclination stops increasing.
Secular coupling between the planets cause the eccentricities to oscillate with relatively large amplitude.
We stop the migration at t = 7 Myr, when the semi-major axes of the planets reach the observed values. The system
ends up in a quasi-steady state where the inclination is nearly constant and the eccentricities oscillate at constant
amplitude. The final eccentricities are slightly smaller than the observed value, but the difference is within 1-σ of
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Figure 6. A simulation that reproduces the orbital configuration of Kepler-108 from initially coplanar planets. Dashed lines
in the top left, middle left, middle right and bottom right panels show observed system parameters, with the 1-σ observational
uncertainty of eccentricity (middle left) and inclination (top left) marked by shades. The initial eccentricity is due to a passage
through 1:2 MMR during divergent migration. The mutual inclination is excited due to capturing into an eccentric ivection
resonance with a eB = 0.95, IB = 45
◦, PB = 7000 yr binary. The system leaves the resonance (at t ∼ 4.5 Myr) probably due to
encountering in a 2:7 MMR. The final eccentricities and mutual inclination are consistent with observation. See Section 4 for
more discussion of this simulation.
observational uncertainty. This example illustrates that it is possible to produce the current orbital configuration of
Kepler-108 by an ivection resonance.
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Figure 7. The nodal precession timescale Pprec and binary period PB of systems with known external binary companion.
Color marks whether the system hosts multiple observed planets, and marker shape corresponds to detection method. The grey
dashed line marks Pprec = PB .
5. APPLICATION TO OTHER EXOPLANET SYSTEMS
The most direct consequence of ivection resonance capture is the excitation of mutual inclination. However, even if
exciting mutual inclination by ivection resonance is common, finding another system like Kepler-108 can be very difficult
since we seldom manage to observe the mutual inclination of planets (except when they are nearly coplanar). In this
section, we determine whether ivection resonance is common among exoplanet systems with external binary companion
using indirect evidences such as the overall statistics of the precession period and critical migration timescale.
5.1. Can precession period match binary period?
Ivection resonance happens when the period of nodal precession (Pprec) is commensurate with the binary period
(PB). Therefore, we can infer the likelihood of passing ivection resonance during migration from the distribution of
Pprec versus PB .
This distribution of Pprec and PB is shown in Figure 7. The precession period is estimated as follows: For single-
planet systems, the precession rate is estimated by setting µ to the planet-star mass ratio and evaluate f3(α) at
α = 2.57, which is the median α for adjacent planets in multiplanet systems detected by RV.9 For multiple-planet
systems, the precession period of each pair of planets are evaluated. This overestimates the precession period, if there
are more than two planets.
In Figure 7, there is no significant correlation between PB and Pprec, and many systems have PB ∼ Pprec. More
quantitatively, ∼ 10% of the systems in Figure 7 can pass an ivection resonance if Tprec changes by one order of
magnitude during migration. Note that the actual distribution may be different from Fig 7 since we do not account
for observational bias and only include systems in which the mass (or M sin i) of at least one planet is known in this
figure.
5.2. Is migration slow enough?
Ivection resonance capture is also limited by the migration rate of the planets, with resonance capture possible only
when migration timescale is no shorter than Tcrit. The critical migration timescale Tcrit corresponding to the systems
in Figure 7 are shown in Figures 8. We estimate Tcrit for first and second order ivection resonance at eB = 0 and
9 Here we choose an α value representative of systems discovered by RV (instead of all systems, which would give median α = 1.67),
because planets prone to ivection and evection resonances are mainly detected by RV due to their relatively large mass and semi-major
axis.
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Figure 8. The critical migration timescale Tcrit and the ratio between Tprec and PB , evaluated for 1st order ivection resonance
(top left panel; eB = 0), 2nd order ivection resonance (top right panel; eB = 0) and eccentric ivection resonance (bottom left
panel; eB = 0.95). The grey dashed lines mark PB/Pprec = 1 and 2.
for eccentric ivection resonance at eB = 0.95 using (27), assuming optimal IB . When estimating Tcrit, we scale the
semi-major axes of the planets (while maintaining the semi-major axis ratio) so that the nodal precession period is
commensurate with the binary period; this partially accounts for the migration after the system passes the resonance.
For systems with a single observed planet, we assume P1/P2 = 1, which in general underestimates Tcrit.
The first two panels of Figure 8 show that when the binary eccentricity is small, Tcrit tends to be large. Very few
systems have relatively small Tcrit (i.e. . 10 Myr) for first-order ivection resonance, and Tcrit for second-order ivection
resonance is at least ∼ 1 Gyr. Meanwhile, as shown in the last panel of Figure 8, when the binary eccentricity is
large, it becomes easy to have low Tcrit. Therefore, we expect ivection resonance to be important only when binary
eccentricity is large.
5.3. An observational signature?
Although the critical migration timescale Tcrit tends to be very large, ivection (and evection) resonance liklely play
an important role in the evolution of exoplanet systems with binary companion. This can be noticed by inspecting
the distribution of PB/Pprec (Figure 9), which shows a significant gap at estimated PB/Pprec between 0 and 0.5 dex
for systems with a single observed planet. Meanwhile, such gap does not show up for systems with multiple observed
planets, possibly due to the smaller sample size. This deficiency is also visible in Figure 7. Given the relatively small
sample size, this gap may seem a coincidence or a result of a particular binning. We argue in Appendix C that this is
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Figure 9. The distribution of (estimated) PB/Pprec for systems with a single observed planet and with multiple observed
planets. A statistically significant gap appears for single-planet systems at 0 - 0.5 dex (see analysis of the statistics in Appendix
C). This suggests that ivection / evection resonance may play an important role in the formation and evolution of exoplanet
systems with binary companion.
not the case; the gap for systems with a single observed planet is indeed statistically significant, with the probability
of observing this gap from a gap-less distribution being . 2%. It is worth noting that our estimates of PB and Pprec
both have relatively large uncertainties (from estimating aB from sky-projected distance, using M sin i for planet mass,
etc.), especially for systems with one observed planet (where the location of another hidden / ejected planet also comes
from a coarse estimate). The existence of this gap despite such uncertainty of data further confirms that this is a
robust feature.
Given the wide (and gap-less) distribution of PB and Pprec, the most reasonable explanation for the gap is that
it is associated with some mechanism that only operates at PB/Pprec ∼ 1, which is most likely ivection or evection
resonance. One possibility is that the gap is due to scattering of planets when a captured system becomes dynamically
unstable (e.g. due to encountering another strong resonance, as discussed in Section 3.3). This could either push the
semi-major axes away from the resonant values, or cause ejection of the less massive planet. If such mechanism has a
strong effect, there should be a deficiency of planets in regions of the parameter space where it is more likely to be in
resonance (i.e. when estimated PB/Pprec ∼ 1). If this is the case, the gap should appear in the distribution of both
single and multi-planet systems. Such gap is not observed for multi-planet systems probably because of the much
smaller sample size.
However, how this gap is cleared is also very puzzling. As shown in Figure 8, for most systems the critical migration
timescale is extremely long (note that Tcrit for evection resonance is comparable to that of second-order ivection
resonance), which suggests that the planets should pass the resonance without feeling it. One possible explanation is
that the deficiency of the planets near PB/Pprec ∼ 1 is due to a suppression of planet formation, rather than removal
of planets captured into ivection or evection resonance. i.e. it is possible that formation of planet (at a certain semi-
major axis) is suppressed when the local precession period of planetesimals (due to, for instance, perturbation from the
surrounding disk) is commensurate with PB . This explanation is physically reasonable, since ivection resonance can
drive planetesimals away from the midplane, thereby reducing their collision rate and suppressing planet formation.
Another possibility is that the planets (at least the more massive ones, which are more strongly affected by ivection /
evection resonance) are formed mostly in-situ. For planets formed near the resonance, this allows them to stay there
long enough (the semi-major axis variation is small over the lifetime of the disk) for the resonance to significantly
affect their stability. Overall, more data (and further physical and statistical analysis) are required to verify how (and
whether) ivection / evection resonance creates the gap in PB/Pprec distribution.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Comparison with evection resonance
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Ivection resonance is very similar to evection resonance in that they both originate from the commensurability
between the precession of the planets and the orbital motion of the binary. However, there are a few important
differences between them.
Table 1 summarizes the key properties and scaling relations for ivection and evection resonances; properties for MMR
are also given as reference. As shown in Table 1, evection resonance is a second-order resonance (i.e. with resonant
term ∝ e2i ), with scalings identical to second-order ivection resonance. To quadrupole order of the binary perturbation
potential, this is the only type of evection resonance; there is no evection counterpart of first-order ivection resonance
or eccentric ivection resonance. If we want to find a first-order evection resonance, the resonant perturbation can only
come from octuple or higher order interaction. As a result, the strength of the resonant interaction is reduced by a
factor of a2/aB (or a2/D if the binary eccentricity is large) compared to its ivection counterpart.
The direction of migration required for resonance capture is also different for ivection and evection resonance. For
ivection resonance, resonance capture requires |Ω˙|/nB to increase, which is achieved when planets migrate convergently
or inward. Meanwhile, evection resonance capture requires |$˙i|/nB < 0 (note that the apsidal precession rate $˙i > 0),
which is achieved when planets migrate divergently or outwards (see the examples in Touma & Sridhar 2015).
6.2. The effect of finite disk mass
In our analysis, we have only considered the case when the precession of the planet is driven by another planet.
However, the gravitational perturbation from the disk can also drive the planet to precess. Consider a single planet
migrating in a disk; the gravitational perturbation of the disk mass drives the planet to precess with
2pi
|Ω˙| ∼ µ
−1
D P, with µD ≡
ΣDa
2
M?
. (28)
Here ΣD is the disk surface density evaluated near the planet. (The secular planet-disk interaction can be calculated
more precisely with the method given in Heppenheimer 1980. For our purpose, a coarse scaling estimate is enough
since we do not know the detailed disk profile in the first place.) In other words, the disk acts like another planet with
mass ΣDa
2, and all scaling relations in Table 1 should still hold (with µ replaced by µD). Migration of the planet
and evolution of the disk can change the precession rate, providing another mechanism of encountering (and capturing
into) ivection resonances.
As we discussed in Section 3.2.2, one major factor that limits the possibility of ivection (and evection) resonance
capture is that µ has to be large (& a few 10−2) for Tcrit to be sufficiently small. Since µD can be at most comparable
to the disk to star mass ratio (which is often & 10−2), having Tcrit below the actual migration timescale of the planet
is much easier than in the planet-planet case.
One caveat is that the dispersal of disk tends to decrease the precession rate, while ivection resonance capture
requires increasing precession rate. Capture becomes possible only when the migration of the planet tends to increase
the precession rate, and the effect of migration overshadows the effect of disk dispersal. Meanwhile, the dispersal of
the disk makes the system more likely to cross evection resonance in the right direction for capture.
6.3. A note on Lidov-Kozai mechanism
Lidov-Kozai mechanism can also excite eccentricity and inclination of the planet. However, when ivection or evection
resonance is important, Lidov-Kozai mechanism should never operate because the precession rate of the planets is fast
enough to completely suppress Lidov-Kozai oscillation: the precession timescale is ∼ PB , while the Lidov-Kozai
timescale is ∼ P 2B/P , which is larger by a factor of PB/P ∼ µ−1.
7. SUMMARY
We identify a new type of secular-orbital resonance, ivection resonance, that can excite the mutual inclination of
planets in a multi-planet system. Ivection resonance happens when the nodal precession rate of the planet (due to
perturbation from another planet or the protoplanetary disk) is commensurate with the orbital frequency of an external
binary perturber. We study several types of ivection resonances (Section 2), including first and second-order ivection
resonance (for circular binary perturber) and eccentric ivection resonance (for very eccentric binary). They share
similar physical nature, but the strength of the resonance varies. There properties are summarized in Table 1.
Capturing into an ivection resonance happens when the system encounters an ivection resonance with slowly in-
creasing |Ω˙|/nB . More precisely, the migration timescale of the planets need to be shorter than a critical migration
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timescale Tcrit (see Section 3.2.2), which is usually very large unless the planets are relatively massive. Very often,
ivection resonance can be disrupted by encountering another resonance (such as a mean-motion resonance) as the
planets continue to migrate. The smaller planet can become unstable and be ejected in some cases; in others, the
planets are left at a mutually inclined non-resonant configuration.
We use ivection resonance to explain the formation of Kepler-108, a system hosting two planets with mild eccentricity
but significant mutual inclination. We use simulations to reproduce the observed configuration of the system in Section
4. The importance of ivection resonance in other exoplanet systems with relatively close binary companion is also
investigated, with some indirect evidence (Section 5.3) suggesting that ivection resonance significantly affect the
formation and / or evolution of such systems. However, given the large Tcrit of most systems, our current theory of
ivection resonance capture cannot account for such significant effect, and how ivection resonance affect the formation
and evolution of planets perturbed by external binary companion should be investigated in future studies.
D.F. acknowledges support of grant NASA-NNX17AB93G through NASA’s Exoplanet Research Program.
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APPENDEX
A. NODAL PRECESSION RATE
To fourth order in inclination, the potential of secular interaction between the two planets on circular orbits is
(Murray & Dermott 1999)
Φsec =− Gm1m2
a2
[
(s21 + s
2
2)f3 + (s
4
1 + s
4
2)f8 + s
2
1s
2
2f9 + s1s2f14 cos(Ω2 − Ω1)
+s1s2(s
2
1 + s
2
2)f16 cos(Ω2 − Ω1) + s21s22f26 cos(2Ω2 − 2Ω1)
]
.
(29)
Here si = sin(Ii/2) and fi are functions of α = a1/a2 given in Appendix B of Murray & Dermott (1999) evaluated
at j = 0. We choose the plane normal to the total angular momentum of the planets as the reference plane. The
conservation of angular momentum requires that Λ1s1 = Λ2s2 (where Λi = mi
√
GM?ai corresponds to the angular
momentum of the planet) and Ω2 − Ω1 = pi.
Since the canonical momentum conjugate to Ωi is Λi cos Ii = Λi(1− 2s2i ), the precession rate to I2 order is given by
(using Lagrange planetary equations)
dΩ
dt
∣∣∣∣
sec
= − 1
2Λ2
∂Φsec
∂s22
≈ 1
2
n2
m1
M?
[(
f3 − 1
2
βf14
)
+
(
1
2
(1 + β)−2f8 − 1
8
3β + β3
(1 + β)2
f16 +
1
4
β2(1 + β)−2(f9 + f26)
)
I2
]
.
(30)
Here I = I1 + I2 is the mutual inclination, β ≡ s1/s2 ≈ (m1/m2)−1(a1/a2)−1/2, and fi are evaluated at j = 0. Note
that β has a weak inclination dependence:
β =
s1
s2
=
sin I1
sin I2
√
1− s22√
1− s21
≈ sin I1
sin I2
(
1− 1
8
I22 +
1
8
I21
)
≈ β0
(
1 +
1
8
β20 − 1
(1 + β0)2
I2
)
. (31)
Here β0 ≡ (m1/m2)−1(a1/a2)−1/2 is a constant. Replacing β with β0, Eq. (30) becomes
dΩ
dt
∣∣∣∣
sec
=
1
2
n2
m1
M?
[(
f3 − 1
2
β0f14
)
+
(
1
2
(1 + β0)
−2f8 − 1
16
β30 − β0
1− β20
f14 − 1
8
3β0 + β
3
0
(1 + β0)2
f16 +
1
4
β20(1 + β0)
−2(f9 + f26)
)
I2
]
=
1
2
n2
m1
M?
[
(1 + β0)f3 +
(
1
2
(1 + β0)f8 − 1
2
β0
(1 + β0)
f3
)
I2
]
=Ω˙0
[
1 +
1
2
(
f8
f3
− β0
(1 + β0)2
)
I2
]
with Ω˙0 ≡ 1
2
n2
m1 +m2(a1/a2)
−1/2
M?
f3.
(32)
Note that f14 = −2f3, f16 = f3 − 4f8 and f9 + f26 = 6f8 − 2f3.10This allows the simplification in the second line of
the above equation. The last line gives Eq. (1).
B. DERIVATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN
In this section, we construct Hamiltonians for different types of ivection resonance. We start by defining a pair of
conjugate variables without proving that they are conjugate. The variables we use are
(X,Y ) ≡ (I cos θ, I sin θ), (33)
with the resonant angle, θ, being the sum of −Ω and some linear combination of the binary’s orbital elements. Next,
we derive the equations of motion for (X,Y ) [or (I, θ)]. Then, we build a Hamiltonian H such that (X,Y ) can be its
corresponding pair of conjugate variables; i.e., find H such that dX/dt = −∂H/∂Y, dY/dt = ∂H/∂X satisfy the
equations of motion. Such Hamiltonian can exist only when (X,Y ) are indeed conjugate. Finally, for each type of
ivection resonance, we normalize the Hamiltonian (and the variables) to some standard dimensionless form.
10 These relations can be easily proved using the expressions for fi given in Murray & Dermott (1999), or using the physical argument
that the secular interaction potential, when Ω1 − Ω2 = pi, depends only on s = sin(I/2) = s1
√
1 + s22 + s2
√
1 + s21 but not directly on si.
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B.1. Secular terms of the Hamiltonian
First consider the secular (planet-planet) part of the Hamiltonian, which is the same for all types of ivection resonance.
We know that secular interaction conserves I and drives nodal precession at a rate given by Eq. (32). This gives dI/dt
and dθ/dt.11 From there, we can find the secular part of the Hamiltonian:
Hsec =
1
2
θ˙0(X
2 + Y 2)− 1
8
Ω˙0
(
f8
f3
− β0
(1 + β0)2
)
(X2 + Y 2)2. (34)
Here the constant θ˙0 is θ˙ evaluated at I = 0 when resonant perturbation is ignored.
B.2. Hamiltonian of first-order ivection resonance
For first-order ivection resonance θ = −2λB + 3ΩB − Ω and the perturbation potential for circular binary is (see
Section 2.1)
Φres = −
∑
i=1,2
3
4
GMBmia
2
i
a3B
sin IB
1− cos IB
2
sin Ii cos(−2λB + 3ΩB − Ωi). (35)
Consider the change of mutual inclination and Ω due to this perturbation potential. First, with respect to a fixed
reference plane which is instantaneously normal to the total angular momentum of the planets, to lowest order in
inclination the evolution of Xi, Yi ≡ (Ii cos θi, Ii sin θi) (here θi is θ with Ω replaced by Ωi) is given by
dXi
dt
= 0,
dYi
dt
= −3
4
q
1 + q
1− cos IB
2
sin IB
n2B
ni
. (36)
Note that in this frame, θ1 − θ2 = Ω2 − Ω1 = pi, and X ≈ X2 −X1, Y ≈ Y2 − Y1. To lowest order, the evolution of
the total angular momentum of the planets can be ignored when we study the evolution of X,Y .12 i.e. d(X,Y )/dt =
d(X2 −X1, Y2 − Y1)/dt is a good approximation. This gives
dX
dt
= 0,
dY
dt
= −3
4
q
1 + q
1− cos IB
2
sin IB
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
. (37)
The resonant term in the Hamiltonian corresponding to the above d(X,Y )/dt is
Hres = −3
4
q
1 + q
1− cos IB
2
sin IB
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
X. (38)
And the full Hamiltonian is H = Hsec +Hres.
We can then normalize the Hamiltonian by scaling X,Y to x, y = X/I0, Y/I0 and choose a unit time T0 so that the
Hamiltonian is in the form of Eq. (8). The normalization that gives the desired Hamilton is given in Section 2.2.1.
B.3. Hamiltonian of second-order ivection resonance
For second-order ivection resonance θ = −λB + 2ΩB − Ωi and the perturbation potential for circular binary is (see
Section 2.1)
Φres =
∑
i=1,2
3
4
GMBmia
2
i
a3B
(
1− cos IB
2
)2
sin2 Ii sin
2(−λB + 2ΩB − Ωi). (39)
This gives
dXi
dt
= −3
2
q
1 + q
(
1− cos IB
2
)2
n2B
ni
Yi,
dYi
dt
= 0, (40)
11 Note that θ+ Ω is a linear combination of the binary’s orbital elements, which is only a function of time and is independent of (X,Y ).
12 However, the evolution of the total angular momentum of the planets cannot be ignored if we want to directly obtain the evolution
of I,Ω from the evolution of Ii,Ωi. dI/dt = dI1/dt+ dI2/dt (where I1, I2 are with respect to a fixed reference plane) in general does not
hold.
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dX
dt
= −3
2
q
1 + q
(
1− cos IB
2
)2
n2B
n2
1 + β0n2/n1
1 + β0
Y,
dY
dt
= 0. (41)
Therefore
Hres =
3
4
q
1 + q
(
1− cos IB
2
)2
n2B
n2
1 + β0n2/n1
1 + β0
Y 2. (42)
The Hamiltonian H = Hsec + Hres can be normalized into the form of Eq. 15, and I0, T0 corresponding to this
normalization is given in Section 2.2.2.
B.4. Hamiltonian of eccentric ivection resonance
For eccentric ivection resonance, the change of I and Ω during each periastron passage is given in (7). Suppose
the system is near an eccentric ivection resonance with jλ˙B + Ω˙ ≈ 0. We can choose the resonant angle to be
θ = −j(λB −$B)− (Ω− ΩB), and each periastron passage gives
∆Xi ≈ 0, ∆Yi ≈ − 3pi
8
√
2
q√
1 + q
(ai
D
)3/2
sin 2IB . (43)
Since θ changes slowly, the vector (X,Y ) in phase space does not change by much during one binary period, and we
can replace the discrete kicks by a continuous forcing, giving
dXi
dt
= 0,
dYi
dt
= −nB 3
16
√
2
q√
1 + q
(ai
D
)3/2
sin 2IB . (44)
dX
dt
= 0,
dY
dt
= − 3
16
√
2
q3/2
1 + q
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
(1− eB)−3/2 sin 2IB , (45)
The resonant term in the Hamiltonian is given by
Hres = − 3
16
√
2
q3/2
1 + q
n2B(n1 − n2)
n1n2
(1− eB)−3/2 sin 2IBX. (46)
The Hamiltonian H = Hsec +Hres can be normalized into the form of Eq. 8 (with the sign of the last term the same
as the sign of sin 2IB), and I0, T0 corresponding to this normalization is given in Section 2.2.3.
C. TESTING THE GAP IN PB/PPREC DISTRIBUTION
In Figure 9 we claim that the distribution of estimated PB/Pprec for systems with single observed planet exhibits a
gap near PB/Pprec = 1, while the same distribution for system with multiple observed planets do not. Here we discuss
how we reach this conclusion through a quantitative analysis of the statistics.
Consider the probability of observing a system with certain PB/Pprec. If this probability distribution does not
contain any gap associated with ivection / evection resonance, it should be approximately be given by “smearing out”
the observed distribution. i.e. we can approximate the actual distribution by replacing each observed system with a
normal distribution [in log10(PB/Pcrit)] centered at the observed value with a certain standard deviation σ. Here we
choose σ = 1, which is about the smallest σ for which the smeared distribution is no longer bimodal. This smeared
distribution, after a normalization, gives our estimated probability distribution of observing a system with certain
PB/Pprec.
We then consider whether the observed data is consistent with this estimated distribution, especially whether gaps
exist. For each bin in the histogram, we calculate p≤, the probability that a sample drawn from the estimated
distribution with the same sample size as observation contains ≤ Nobs system in this bin, where Nobs is the number
of observed systems in this bin. p≤  1 suggests a statistically significant gap.13
13 p≥ can be similarly defined to identify peaks. Here we are less interested in peaks because they could exist solely due to the distribution
of PB or Pprec having a relatively narrow peak.
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Figure 10. The observed distribution of PB/Pprec (grey histogram), estimated distribution of PB/Pprec assuming there is no
gap (blue line; obtained by smearing the observation, see text for detail), and p≤ for each bin (orange dots; see definition of p≤
in text). For small p≤, the observation is inconsistent with the estimated distribution, suggesting a statistically significant gap.
We perform this analysis for PB/Pprec distribution of systems with single or multiple observed planets, and the results
are shown in Figure 10. For systems with single observed planet, there is a statistically significant gap (p≤ < 0.02)
between 0 and 0.5 dex. For systems with multiple observed planet, there is no statistically significant gap and the
observed data is consistent with the estimated distribution.
We perform the same analysis for PB and Pprec, and found that there is no statistically significant gap in there
distributions. Therefore, the gap in the left panel of Figure 10 should be due to effect(s) directly associated with
PB/Pprec such as ivection / evection resonance.
To address the concern whether the gap in the left panel of Figure 10 is due to a particular binning choice, we vary
the number of bins which effectively changes both bin size and bin location at the gap. We find that for a wide range of
bin numbers (15 - 25 bins from -5 dex to 4 dex, while Figure 10 has 18), this gap appears to be statistically significant
with p≤ . 0.02 more than half of the time (since the gap width is comparable to the bin size, it is natural for the gap
to not show up when it is between two bins), confirming that the gap is both statistically significant and robust.
